INTRODUCTION
Shoot-Out EZ allows you to get a final score in one to two
minutes, rolling period by period for each team, using
your existing Shoot-Out team cards.
These instructions assume that you are familiar with the
basic concepts and rules regarding the set-up and ratings
of the regular edition of Shoot-Out Hockey.
SETUP
Set up begins the same way as the regular edition of Shoot-Out by picking your
starting goaltenders and determining the offensive rating of each team.
After computing the letter offense for the home and away teams and selecting the
starting goalies, reference the TEAM OFF vs. the opposing GOALIE DEF on the EZ
Rating table. This will give you an EZ Rating (EZR) for each team that you will use to
determine how many goals they score in each period.
PLAY
Roll 2d10 and read that number on the teams EZR line on the Goals Scored table and
refer to the column heading for the goals scored.
Example: the 2018-19 New York hockey team faceoff against the 2018-19 Boston club
at the TD Garden. New York has Lundqvist in goal and Boston starts Rask. The OFF
rating for New York is F and for Boston D. The DEF ratings for the starting netminders
are E for Lundqvist and D for Rask.
Referencing the EZ Rating table the EZR for New York will be -2 (NYR OFF F vs BOS
Rask DEF D) and for Boston the EZR is +1 (BOS OFF D vs Lundqvist DEF E).
New York will roll 2d10 for their score on the -2 line and Boston will roll for their score
on the +1 line in each of the three periods. Reference the number rolled to the column
header to determine the number of goals that team scored in the period. While the
columns headed 0, 1, 2, 3, & 4 represent how many goals a team scored in the period,
there are two wild card columns that are explained below:
d6
When “d6” is the column result you must roll one six-sided die. This result of the roll is
the number of goals the team scored in the period and can be any number between one
and six.
?? (optional)
When you roll 100 two additional rolls are required.
First roll 2d6 and refer to the ?? Chart based on which period you are rolling. Some
results on this chart may change your period score, adding or subtracting from your
total.

